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Jan. 2004 - Start to commercialize
DDoS defense algorithms from my
Ph.D project in the University of
Melbourne
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Nov. 2005 - $AUD1.5 M investment from

two VCs

May. 2006 - $AUD 1 M commercial ready

grant from Australian Federal Government

Feb. 2007 - DPS 2000 release
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August. 2007 - Set up

a regional office in

Beijing, China

Oct. 2007 - Sales in
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                   Stage 2: Prototype                   Stage 2: Prototype
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Stage 3: Commercial launchStage 3: Commercial launch
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 Stage 4 : Final Sales Stage 4 : Final Sales
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Typically it is overlooked by researchers

BUT extremely important to end customers

Based my experiences in Chinese market

UI is the front face of a product, sometime

customers even think UI = Product.

Buy a product to impress their customers

To impress their boss to justify their annual

budget
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How to communicate with developers

People with high talents in engineering
generally loathe marketing stuff

They have to be convinced to be motivated

Suggestions

Let them talk to customers to hear direct
feedback.

 Explain the reasons behind the customers’
feature requests
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Thank you!

Contact: Tao.Peng@IntelliGuardIT.net


